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“Have nothing in your home
that you don’t know to be useful 

or believe to be beautiful.” 
- William Morris
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Focused on meeting specific customer needs, Yard Seventeen creates custom 
designed hand-made furniture, with a minimalistic industrial feel. As the  
saying goes, less is often more. As such, the team couple timbers with 
repurposed steel making designs sustainable, functional and cutting edge.

The difference in the texture, temperature and colour of the two materials 
creates a contrast that draws the eye. One man made and one natural, these 
seemingly opposing products both rely on many of the same elements for their 
existence, and as a result work in unexpected harmony.

With the recent opening of the Yard Seventeen KZN showroom Repurposed 
in Howick, the team has taken décor to the next level. Sourcing from South 
Africa, we look for unusual, custom designed décor which meets a philosophy 
of being environmentally sustainable.

Whether it be Yard Seventeen or Repurposed, we want to be your one-stop  
décor design house. You dream and we will create. Together we look  
forward to helping you design a space with warmth and charm that you can  
call home.
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Whether it’s an old reclaimed piece of timber that has a  
story to tell or a freshly sawn piece of live-edge that’s  been 
transformed into something out-standing and remarkable, 
nothing beats the look and feel of natural wood. Make the 
furniture in your life a focal point, be it the dining room 
table that serves and rewards friendships, a side board that 
becomes the treasure chest of your dining room or your 
chairs or shelves that make your room complete. With Yard 
Seventeen all your wood dreams can become a reality.

Get in touch with the Yard Seventeen team today and be 
sure to bring life and vision to your interiors.

“An empty room is just waiting for  
the right idea to come along and  

furnish it with love..” 
- Anthony T.Hincks
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Repurposed offers a unique shopping experience. 
A one stop décor shop specialising in...

• custom designed handcrafted furniture  

•  environmental options to reduce single use plastic

•  soft home furnishings    

•  unique home gifting  

•  reupholstering

•  artisinal food

•  decor  

•  lighting    
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“We do not inherit the Earth from our ancestors;  
we borrow it from our children.” 

- Native American Proverb
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At Yard Seventeen Timber we specialize in 

• Hard & soft timber sales 

• Laminated beams  

• Treated poles 

• Wholesale structural timber  

• Custom made trusses
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  Angela 
+27 (0)82 774 8364  |  angela@yardseventeen.co.za

Kevin   
+27 (0)84 550 4160  |  kevin@yardseventeen.co.za 

 

Repurposed

Shop 3, St John’s Lifestyle Village, Karkloof Road, Howick


